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Abstract: From the perspective of system theory, legal method is systemic, which is a system as a whole, and this sys-
tem is referred to "legal method system". Because of "always on" of untypical cases in the real world, the use of legal
method system has the necessity. The fusion of multi-level interaction between law and fact, legal interpretation balancing le-
gal benefits and social benefits, Legal argumentation proving the legitimacy of law found and legal interpretation, legal rea-
soning's proof of positive direction and disproof, etc. make up the concrete connotation of legal method system, and thus rea-
son out the legal conclusion of the present case. Experience summary have been obtained from this legal conclusion from the
concrete to the abstract, and are reflected again in order to effectively apply the experience into the new concrete cases. If
done by this, a set of system model of using legal method system will have been constructed, which will provide more effi-
cient supports of thinking method for the application of legal methods in judicial practice, and provide security of logical
proof for coming to the acceptable legal conclusion of the present case.
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